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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to review the religious press, published in the first half of the 20th century in
the West Bohemia along  with  its brief  description.  The  first  part outlines the  situation which
prevailed in  our  country in  the  first half  of  the  20th century, the  political, cultural  and  social.
Furthermore, I deal with events that were significant for the church at this time. At the end of the
first part I mention the religious press published in the period, especially I will deal with Catholic
titles. The second part gives an overview of believers in various churches in the years 1900 - 1950
and the situation that prevailed in the religious environment in the Pilsen area. The last part briefly
describes each title in terms of formality and content.  There is mentioned, who was editor and
publisher of  each title,  who was  redactor  of a journal and  where it  was printed. I  mention the
periodicity of the title, the period in which the issue had been published, who was it aimed for and
what was the content focused on.
